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Classes Begin September 16th
DONT MISS THE YEAR IN A Fv"R Ar3 -- AMVrn ft Yr Ir3 Next YearREVIEW ON PAGE FOUR! Have a Good Vacation!
has been promised for late Friday
afternoonj June the fourth! Distribution will be. made Friday evening
th Viicr rnnm in Lower Kauke..Ui wv J aaBwg " ... , ,
: Each student must pick up his own book and must pay the assess'
ment of one dollar upon receipt of the book. This assessment was voted
on by the student body last fall and there will be no exceptions made
to these two regulations.
If you must leave campus before
the distribution date the only way to
get a book is to go to the Dean's of-
fice with your dollar assessment and
twenty-fiv- e cents mailing charge. You
Cll nti an nrlrlrPM titanic wKich the
office has and your book will be
mailed to you.
Don't put off collecting your copy
of the INDEX.The demand for it is
heavy and books that are not picked
up or signed for within a week, will
be sold. It is expected that all the
annuals will be sold by next fall, so
don't count on coming back and col-
lecting it then.
Any student who has not been on
campus a full year has not paid the
entire activity fee or' $1.75 per semes
ter. A student who has been on cam-
pus one semester and desires an
INDEX will have to" pay the
al dollar-seventy-fi- ve to the INDEX
staff at the time of distribution. This
means that for one-semest- er students
the price will be two dollars and
seventy-fiv- e cents.
The '48 INDEX is the largest
Wooster annual since the nineteen--
. . . . e
. M.nt!n Tn the book i 224 pages there
will be 259 senior portraits and 503
informal and group pictures. In ad-rlin- nn
to these reeular shots you will
have a picture of the campus build
ing plan and one on the Don'ts of
Dating. Also included will be the
sheet music to Dixie and Johnny
Wcitzel's new marching song with
words and suitable accompaniment
This is as much of a taste of the con
tent of this year's INDEX, as Edi
tor Harry Stapler would release, but
he felt that this would be enough
to make you as enthusiastic as he is
country.
In the biology department, George Ross has received an assistant'
ship at-Ohi- o State; Leona Hahn goes to Carnegie Institute at Cold
Spring Harbor, Long Island as a re-
search assistant; and Mary Jean Mac-ka- y
goes to Washington University as
research assistant to Dr. Stocker, a
Wooster Alumni.
In chemistry, Harry Schiefele has
received a graduate assistantship from
Cornell University, and Wade Cal-
ender will be a graduate assistant at
the University of Rochester. Both
Kung Hwa Lee and James Preble go
to Purdue University as graduate as-
sistants. Julia Owen has received a
research assistantship at Cleveland
Clinic and Marjorie Phillips takes her
place next year as Research assistant
at Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh;
Three of Dr. Ver Steeg's pro
teges will be in the University of IL
linois next year. Walter Locker goes
on an assistantship, and Ernest Mul- -
ler and Bill Johns both have fellow
ships there. In addition, Robert Em
manuel received an assistaintship at
the University of Mexico.
' From the History department, Bob
Clark goes to the University of Penn-sylvani- a
and Donaldon a fellowship,
Bell has received a Summer SchooJ
Scholarship at the School of Inter
national Affairs. Mary Lewis, of the
class of '47, has received a fellowship
to the Fletcher School of Diplomacy
Florence Mason has been granted
a fellowshiti at . Union Theological
Seminary by the New York City Mis
sion Society. She will work for her
Master's degree in religious educa- -
. tion.
Janie Stroh will serve in the speech
department of Ohio State next year
as an assistant in theater. Dorothy
!vnWM'Wt'W'M'HWMWMWM'M'WnW
! Europe Needs Books !
In connection with the Interna'
tional Solidarity Committee, the
Wooster Chapter of the SLID is
sponsoring a drive for books ' to be
sent to Europe. They will be used
by European students, and victims of
concentration camps in readjusting
themselves to the world situation.
Books written in foreign languages
are especially needed, and topics of
Sociology, economics, history, and po
litical science are preferred.
For your convenience, collection
boxes have been placed in strategic
points on the campus. Contributions
of any books you can give will be
well-use-d by those who need them
most.
4
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Radford will be an assistant in dra
matics at Miami University. On
scholarship, Jan Johnson will be at
Northwestern University.
The Soanish department comes
through with its share of honors
Carol Ries will attend the University
of Illinois on a graduate scholarship
next year. Marian Loehlin will hold a
teaching assistantship at , Tulane in
New Orleans and Betty Delaney will
also hold an assistantship at Tulane.
Warble On WTAM
Collegiate Party
Wooster was well represented at
the WTAM Collegiate Party last Safc
urday night by three of our ablest
song-bird- s. They are Charlie Crog
han, John Compton, and Jack
Hunter. Their program consisted of
three rather obscure, but always good
melodies: "Sweet AsNine", !'When
You Were Sweet Sixteen", and "My
Gal Sal". .
Ifjack Hunter is wearing a proud
and arrogant look, it is because he
won a recording of "East Coast Blues"
which he identified on the record
quiz while on the program.
Th8 last Collegiate Party of the
season, it was the third time Wooster
appeared on the program arranged
by Fenn College. Harry Schiefele,
Barb Voorheis, Allen Valentine and
Rae Palumbo represented the college
in previous
.
broadcasts during the
semester. ,
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Disiribuie 1948 Index June 4th;
Dollar Assessment Must Be Paid
Delivery of the 1948 INDEX
Plan Effective Color Day Weekend
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Coufterr of The Woottcr DiiW Record
This group played a major part in making Color Day the successful event it was. From left to
Gretchen Isabelle Hartman, Thelma Coleman. In theright in the top row are Anne Taylor, Shafer,
bottom row are Bill Embley, Dave Poling, Charlie Croghan, Johnny Allen and Dick Cave.
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Courteiy Wooster Dally Record
The newly-electe- d officers of the College Red Cross Unit
are Bill Hewitt, chairman; Dawson McQuillan, vice-chairma- n,
and Mary Ann Early, secretary-treasure- r. They will head activi-
ties for next year.
Seniors Earn Awards For Graduate
Studies At IJany Universities
With school days over for many seniors in June, many of the
graduating class will continue their education in graduate study. Of
these, several of the senior class have received scholarships, assistant'
ships and fellowships in various schools throughout the
Campus Red Cross
Selects Officers
For Coming Year
New officials have ben chosen to
take charge of the Red Cross Unit on
he campus for the next school year
They are Bill Hewitt, Chairman; Daw
son McQuillan, Vice-chairma- n; and
Mary Ann Early, Secretary-treasure- r
The group intends to make every
effort to become even more active
next year than it has been in the past
Many plans are in the making, among
them being the formation of a talent
group which will travel to entertain
at nearby --Veteran's Hospitals and
various other institutions. This '
be open to anyone who is at all in
terested and who has some talent
whether it be musical ability, or
knack at giving some kind of readying
The Unit also announces that Mrs.
Wanda Emerson will be next year's
representative to the campus group
from the County Chapter of the Red
Cross.
Drama Honorary Holds
ElectionsBanquet
Tomorrow' at 6 p. m. Kappa Theta
Gamma, the Honorary Dramatics So-
ciety, will hold its annual banquet at
Kate's on Beall Avenue. Nan McKee
and Sally Morgan are in charge of
the preparations.
A full evening is planned with fare
well speeches, election of officers, and
some homorous skits all finding
place on the program. The skits will
be presented by the new members, of
which there are around twenty.
In addition to the members of the
organization, some members of thi
faculty have been invited to attend
the affair.
Index Creates Seven
New Editorial Posts;
Should Aid Production
This week another step has been
taken in the re-organizat- ion of the
INDEX Staff. Seven new appoint
ments to the editorial board have been
made; some of them to positions
created for the first time this year.
It is the hope of both this year's and
next year's staffs that these new edi- -
will be next year's managing editor,
and Jini Jeandrivin, one of the pres
ent sophomores, has been appointed
as layout editor. The five new positi
tions are. filled by Nancy Brown,
sophomore, as social editor; Jean Wal- -
en, junior, in the organization edi
tor's chair; Janice Wilson, sophomore,
administration, editor; Val Frederick,
sports editor, and Dorothy Forbes,
freshman, as class editor. Each of the
aforementioned are what are termed
division editors; that is, they are each
responsible for one portion of the
book.
The INDEX is seeking approval
Members of Westminster Choir will
combine with a group from the Woos
ter Symphony Orchestra to present
Brahm's "Requiem" on June thir- -
Annd 1M nt narM Till ItP
Senatorials
By Rae Palombo
This column has usually been re
served for straight news regarding
Now is the time to make perfectly
Alumni
Summer Session
Begins June 16
This year's summer session will be
gin officially at 7:30 A. M. on Wed
--Return
nesday June sixteenth. According to
Lowell W. Coolidge, director of this
year's summer session, there are one
hundred and ninety-thre- e' students
planning to attend, and more are ex
pected to register on June fifteenth.
This total registration breaks down
at the present time into one hundred
and fifty-fiv- e men and thirty-eig- ht
women. These figures are only ap
proximate and further registration
should boost the total.
The plan of the session will be the
same as it has been the last two years,
though probably a smaller registra
tion can be expected. The changeover
Student Senate and Student-Facult- y I from the two six-wee- k periods to one
Relations Committee activities. But I eight-wee- k and one three-wee- k period
this article is an attempt to clarify a I innovation tried for the first
very much misunderstood and admit-- 1 time this year. At this time there are
tedly muddled situation. I forty-fiv- e students registered for the
latter three week session.
clear where self-governme- nt stands! I Chapel for this summer session will
tors will facilitate the work on the
Self-governme-
nt at Wooster in a real I take the form of an assembly held
yearbook and help to eliminate that j sense is on trial, which means that I every Tuesday and Thursday. There
ast minute rush and scramble to get I students, faculty and administration I will be some outside speakers and
the material to the printer's.
Bill Coleman, a freshman this year,
must make up their individual minds I several talks by the instructing faculty
about the responsibility in making I Attendance will be reauired of al
self-governme-
nt effective. Student I regularly registered students,
government is functioning well now
except in the case of law enforce
ment.
The SFRC meeting on May 17 was
taken up with a discussion on the
problem of integrity. A report was
made which gave the results of a poll
taken among the women students and
some of the men to discover the ex- -
Honorary Degrees
To Be Conferred
Miss Eve Richmond, and Mr. Paul Ofl Pi01111110 m Men
Modlish. The program begins at eight
on the eve of the seventy-eight- h com
mencement.
Johannes Brahms composed the College of Wooster.
"Requiem" in tribute to his friend Mrs. Frances Payne Bolton, present
Schumann. Brahms, as a yourig musi-- 1 member of Congress from Cleveland,
cian of twenty-one- ,, lacked self, con-- 1 Ohio, will receive the degree of Doc
fidence. In Schumann, he found a I tor of Laws.
sincere enthusiast for his work, and
through efforts of the latter, his com
oositions won popularity. Mimselr a
-
German Protestant, Brahm's "Requl
em" was written as a part of a Catholic
Mass.
A Doctor of Science "degree will be
Sylvia Williams Chosen
YWCA Co-Ordina- ior
YWCA announces that Sylvia Wil
liams has been elected area represent
ative for the Northern Ohio YWCA,
tent of cheating in the first semester I Sylvia will have charge of all con
finals. It was decided the professors I ferences in this area and will also
of the classes involved would be pri-- 1 hold the job of co-ordinati- ng eight
vately.. approached and made aware 1 een collegs YWs. She was elected at
of the situation. A ruling was made I the Tar Hollow Conference, May 15
that no books or papers would be al--1 Representatives at the conference were
lowed in the examination room here--1 Kitty Lou Leihgeber, Charlotte Fras
of small salaries for these subordinate I after and each professor was asked to I er and Mrs. Robert Bonthius. The
editors, who will serve under Fran I see that this was done. I conference included talks, discussion
Reed and Tom Gray. At the present I he SFRC meetinz Tuesday. Mav I an workshops on the technique o
(Continued on Page 4) 24 was a judicial meeting which planning for next year's YW pro
handed down a decision on a case ap-- 1 8ram
pealed by the Dean of Men. The SF
Eof
Commencement
Baseball, Golf, Reunions Spark Festivities
By. Sylvia Williams
Beyond the void which is exams, the College of Wooster anticv
pates the largest commencement weekend in its history as the Alumni
Office prepares to adopt the 236 members of the graduating class and
to welcome back hundreds of favorite sons and daughters, June 11-1- 4. '
Combining business and pleasure, the Board of Trustees will meet
officially Friday morning and adjourn to the annual Alumni Golf
I Tournament on the College course at
one o clock that atternoon. Dean
Racky" Young announces some of
the men who will play baseball with
the varsity in the other sports event
f the afternoon: Wayne "Pete"
Blough, star of his 1928 team, Jerry
Katherm an, '46, Reno Shearer, '27,
Art Collins, Vernon Dodez, dint
Gatchall and others whom the alumni
may be saving back for the pay-of- f.
"The alumni point of view," com
ments the dean, "is to show the boys
how we used to play ball."
The Phi Beta Kappa Initiation and
tea and the President's reception of
alumni complete the agenda for Fri-
day afternoon.
Eta Sigma Phi, Class of 1923, the
lass secretaries, and the "W" As
sociation will celebrate with dinners
followed by the performance of
Kaufman and Dayton's "First Lady"
at 8:15 in Scott Auditorium.
Eleven class reunion luncheons will
be held Saturday noon. The five-ye- ar
reunions begin with the Class of 1893,
most of whose 32 members expect to
return. Other guests of honor are
Ella Alexander Boole, the only living
representative of the Class of 1878,
and the 50-ye- ar class.
A baseball game with Baldwin- -
Wallace is scheduled for 2:30, at
which time the matinee of "First
Lady" will be presented in Scott Audi
torium.
The junior and senior members of
the modern dance group plan a pro-
gram on Quinby Quadrangle for post-Alumni-Banq- uet
time. The seniors and
alumni will dance informally in the
gym at ten oclock.
President Lowry will deliver the bac
calaureate address Sunday morning
in the Chapel. His speech is titled
'The Images of Wonder," In the
afternoon there will be a reception of
the seniors and their parents in the
President's home. A musical program
will be the closing event of the day,
when the orchestra and the College
choir present Brahm's "Requiem."
At Monday morning's ceremony
under the elms of the Quadrangle,
Carl V. Weygandt, Chief Justice of
Ohio's Supreme Court, will address
the 78th graduating class of the Col-
lege of Wooster.
Choir Presents Brahms; K pheid ? MS9A Administration Announces Twelve
Symphony Accompanies
nne ior tne lnirmgemeai oi we
(Continued oh Page 2) Changes In Next Years Faculty
Twelve members of the present faculty will not be on the campus
next year, while four professors are returning to active teaching.
The science deparm ents see two such changes. Dr. J. W. Outturn
of the chemistry department is leaving for a year of research. Because
of housing difficulties, his location is still indefinite. Dr. Chittum has
la . 1 .t
Honorary degrees soon to be con- - been instructing classes in organic ana biocnenustry, as weu as tnc
ferred on outstanding leaders in their I general chemistry course. Dr. R. V.
fields are soon to be conferred by the I Bangham, professor of biology and
head of the department, will be back
from the University of Wisconsin
after 4 year, of research on fish para
sites.
Likewise, there are two changes in
the
.
sociology department. Both on
awarded to Fred Ernest Frey, Chemist I the present staff are leaving. Mr. A.
and Associate Director of Research A. Johnston, head of the department,
with the Phillips Petroleum Company. I will be on a research leave of one
John Harold Gwynne, minister of year, which will probably be spent atl
the First Presbyterian Church of Princeton University. Mr. O. W.
V M T? S"t - tl 1 I Ciwik Im 1avim mCpm AHS WAAV ffA
t-
-
--
11 .., -- ,. tUa mm. martins rerry, wmo, wm oe pro- -
. i i.... -- r sented the Doctor of Divinity decree I ume graduate studypuseir. Bcin.c i.ai . ., . . A.U. JALi: J
Ivric beautv is broue'lt out.;Tne theme i . I .- - . . .. ...
' ' -- , - Th Hp" of Doctor of Humani. I the department or nistory. Miss
of the first movement comes trom tne . . . 'Int." it- - n , , , - t
, , i A . J C I ties Will be given to Basil U Unnori rnyuii oannan, wno jibs own ic.uDOOK Oi iviaimew mc bcvuuu 1 iuui 1 . .
"How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place",
theme of the fourth movement, is
popular, also, as a separate selection.
"Probably the most exciting move
ment is number six," said Mr. Gore,
who is directing the "Requiem"
of Brahm's mother,
Harvard, Cornell, Columbia, and
Oberlin, have all given performances.
Baccalaureate Sunday will mark its
second performance ' in Westminster
Chapel. ' '
Mr. Elmer Voelkel. minister of I tilsworth resumes instruction in
the Plymouth Congregational Church I American social history after spend- -
of Ft. Wayne, Indiana, will receive I ing a year's leave in research on this
the Doctor of Divinity degree. His I topic,
son, William, is a student at Wooster. I One more dual change appears in
On April 30. William Edwards I the religion department. Mr. C H.
Movement five was written in memory Stevenson, president of Oberlin Col-- 1 Loehlin, a visiting lecturer, is leaving
lege, was awarded the Doctor of Laws I after one year's appointment. Dean
degree in a chapel program here. I R. A. Young, assistant professor and
These degrees were passed upon by 1 dean of men, will be on leave. "Racky'
the Faculty of the College and put 1 will be doing graduate work at Colum
into effect by the Board of Trustees I bia University.
in a recent meeting. A final twin change takes place in
the language field. Dr. E. W. Schweu
gert leaves the campus after a year
as visiting lecturer in Latin. Miss
Edith Scott ron leaves after a year's
ment. -
The English department loses Miss
Frances Bennett after two years.
The "arts" departments bid good
bye to Miss Irene Gregg and Mrs. Ra-
chel Taylor. Miss Gregg, who received
her doctor's degree in Budapest,
eaves after an appointment for on
year, during which time she . taught
the history and theory of art. Mrs.
Tavlor is resisnina as instructor in
piano. --- ;.
Returning to the mathematics de
partment is Dr. C (X Williamson.
Professor Williamson will resume
teaching activities after a year at the
University of Chicago.
The economics department wel
comes Mr. E. K. Eberhart back after
a semester's graduate study at the
University of Wisconsin. ..
Accepting an associate professor
ship at Ohio State University, Dr.
R. S. Hartman takes leave of the
Wooster philosophy department. Dr.
Hartman has been on the staff since
1943.
r. - Two
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Rubber Stamp, Hell!
Tuesday night for four solid Hours a group of people met to dis-
cuss the problem of student government. I would lie to tell you a bit
about this group. It is the Student'Faculty Relations Committee.
Of all the groups on campus, I don't, thin there is a single one
that can hold, a candle to it actively, idealistically, realistically, or
otherwise. It is here that the leaders of the student government and
the representatives of the faculty and administration meet to discuss
in an open, fran, honest way the issues involved in running a college
with respect to student'f acuity relations.
This committee has a lot of power in that it is the court of appeal
for both the student body and the faculty. I wonder how many of
the students lnou; that they have the right individually to appeal the
decisions of any of the other student judicial bodies on campus. This
body is powerful, true, but its power is not concentrated in the faculty
nor in the students but is equally divided. Only once this year'has a
student member been absent.
The whole point of this editorial is this one fact thflt the S. F.-- R.
C. is not a tool of the acuity or the administration. The people
that meet there are individuals who spea their minds and are no one's
stooges. They are most definitely not the rubber stamps for anybody
on campus. The recommendations that are rendered are the results
of careful consideration and deliberation. They are the result of free-do- m
of thought and freedom of speech; they are the result of good
democratic government; and they are the" hope that student govern'
ment can be a very real, responsible, workable body politic on this
campus.
'H.ed Shreffler
SuUcripboa priot h 11.10 pn ynt. EditoriJ
Editor
--
Business Manager
:
Co-Associ-
ate Editors
Sports Editor
Jean Mackey. Helen Ajricola. Joyce Jarman.
McColl. Kathy Wonder. Pat Henderson. Larry
- Bul
and less interference on the part of
-
....:lv:...
Jo and John Garver
the same manner as the WSGA
' Bob Lawther
the self-governme- nt associations.
The Proverbial Axe?
Has the Men's Self-Governme- nt Association of the College of
Wooster failed? In the opinion of many of the students and faculty
on the campus it has. Many feel that it is an organization whose pur
pose is solely to wage an organized war against the administration Or
that it is an organization that has been sevup by the faculty to aarry
out the demands of the faculty and administration. As long asw6
have these beliefs present M. S. G. A. and self 'government carwot
succeed.
During my short term of of ice I have spent a great deal of time
in Galpin Hall. The things that have taen place there I believe should
be passed on to you. First of all, there is no. proverbial "axe", being
wielded over student government, nor is there any pressure being
brought upon the way the government is being run. There are rules
of the college that are set down by the alumni and trustees, which
neither the students nor the administration have any power to change.
Nor do I believe that they would wish to change these rules if they
would be willing to realize the over-al- l view of the situations involved.
The Student'Faculty Relations Committee is made up of fourteen
members, seven from the Faculty and Administration, and seven from
the student body. This committee is the final board of appeal on all
matters of discipline, subject only to the veto power of the President of
the College.
M. S. G. A. is the male students of this college, and therefore, all
the men should tae part in it. There is no reason why the council
should be forced to see that the rules are upheld, which comes right
bac to the police'force idea. Another thing; I do not believe that
men should be ased to turn other men in for a violation. . Personally,
I never did it, and I don't feel that college is the place to begin. Un'
fortunately, in the past the government has been such that it has
almost required that one person tell on another. If M. S. G. A. can
be brought tothe place where it is a woring organization, it will be
because the men have finally realized that not only is an indifferent at'
titude wrong, it is devastating to the one organization which can wor
for and uphold their beliefs.
Art Weiss
Don'l Quote Me
By Betsy Jones and M. J. Bennett
IN YOUR OPINION, HOW HAS STUDENT GOVERNMENT
WORKED THIS YEAR?
In my opinion student government has been more effective this
year than in the past years. However, there is a great deal to be desired.
We really don't have an adequate student government, and one of the
main reasons is the apathy of the student body.
Ed Powers
As a completely layman's view, I think that we didn't have self'
government at Wooster in the sense of making rules but only of ad'
ministering rules that are already made. I think that such administration
is good and has worked -- well for the girls, but I think the men are
unfairly asked to administer rules they neither believe in nor can
enforce.
t Hazelyn Melconian
Student government is not working because the liberal outlook
of present'day students has not been accepted by
, an antiquated
administration. ,
"Ace" Oraond .
If the student government has worked this past year, it is not
apparent in the attitude of the student body toward iuThe student
government lacks self-confiden- ce because it does not have, the backing
of the, students. If it is to work next year, it must have more coonera- -
' tion on the part of the students
--
.
the faculty.'- -
. ... , '.'. ..
I'm not as pessimistic as som'fe about men's self-governme- nt? I do
think some progress has been made in the drinking "problem". However.
the MSGA cannot be operated in
in regard to students reporting other students. It remains to be seen
whether or not the MSGA can survive as an effective group next year;
it not, it should be disbanded.
Student government has done more than most people realize. It
has coordinated and directed campus activities, trying to keep events
on the calendar well distributed throughout the year. The Senate has
sponsored dances, the mock convention, the N.S.A., and the smoking
poll, and has served to coordinate
Conspicuous failures like the drinking problem should not blind us to
the real services that student officers render to the campus. They can
do more with increased cooperation from the students.
' Edwin Fenton
Students Present
Senior Recital
At the student recital held Monday
evening, May 24, in the Chapel, Jean
Hockett began the program with
"Andantino" from the "Sonata No.
2" by Hindemith. Another composi-
tion for organ ;'Suite. Gothique" in
four parts by L. Boellmann was
played by Florence Jackman.
v Two piano numbers, Chapin's
"Nocturne", Opus 48, No -- , played
by Bill Holmes and a Debussy "Toc-
cata" played by Don Graber, followed.
"Feldeiruwmkeit", "Therese", and "O
Kuhler Wald", three songs by Brahms,
were sung by Marian Stewart, with
Carolyn Van Dusen as her accom-
panist. Evelyn Haddad sang "Ritorna
Vincitor" from the opera "Aida" by
Verdi. Tom Bousman was her accom
panist. Nancy Wallet at the piano,
assisted Barbara Kinsey, who sang
"Pace, Pace" from "La Forza del
Destino" also by Giuseppe Verdi.
'Non piu di fior" from "La Cleman- -
za" by W. A. Mozart, sung by Wilma
Schwandt and accompanied by Larry
Weiss closed the recital.
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Chief Justice Carl V. Veygandt
To Deliver Commencement Address
By Marge Hulett
Wooster's proof that brains and brawn can be combined, Chief
Justice Carl V. Weygandt, will deliver the Commencement address
at the June fourteenth ceremony on the Quadrangle.
Judge Weygandt's story sounds somewhat like a legend, for he
managed to astound everyone not only with his athletic abilities but
with his mental capacities as well. When Judge Weygandt graduated
from Wooster in 1912 with his Ph.B.,
he left a four years' record of amaz-
ing achievements. After being warned
that his college career must not show
too much slant in the direction of
his beloved sports, the formidable,
dark-haire- d athlete made up his mind
that none of his physical activities
were to be curbed by slovenly mental
exercises, bo he set. about proving
very effectively that he could be a
basketball, football, and baseball star
while wearing a Phi Beta Kappa key.
The rest of his life is just as full
of accomplishments. For three years
after graduation he was athletic di-
rector and coach of Wooster high
school. Atter graduating rrom West
ern Reserve University Law School in
1918, he took a position with a Cleve
land law firm. Once again he was
running, this time not with the ball,
but for the Ohio House of Repre-
sentatives in 1921. Serving well in
this office, he was elected to the Com-
mon Pleas Bench of Cuyahoga County
in 1924, to the Court of Appeals of
Cuyahoga County in 1930, and finally
to Chief Justiceship of the Ohio Su-
preme Court in 1932.
Even all this did not expend all
his energies. He is director of manv
AM lite. MadUteii
SUNDAY, MAY 30
11:00 Church service Dr. Bonthius Memorial Chapel
3:30 Catherine Haun Stapler Recital Memorial Chapel
MONDAY, MAY 31
No Classes
3:30 Baseball game Akron . ..Severance Stadium
TUESDAY, JUNO 1
8:30 Final Exams Begin
SUNDAY, JUNE 6
11:00 Senior Communion ." ....Memorial Chapel
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9
8:30 Senior Prom .......Severance Gymnasium
FRIDAY, JUNE 11
1:00 Alumni Golf Tournament College Course
2:30 Baseball Alumni vs.-- Varsity Severance Stadium
3:00 Phi Beta Kappa Initiation and Tea :....Lower Galpin
v 4:00 Reception of Alumni by the President....President's Home
6:15 Class Secretaries Dinner Smithville Inn
6:30 "W" Association Dinner
.--
. Lower Kauke
8:15 Class Play "First Lady" Scott Auditorium
SATURDAY, JUNE 12
2:30 Baseball Baldwin-Wallac- e
.....:....Severance Stadium
2:30 Matinee "First Lady" Scott Auditorium
6:00 Alumni Parade
...Quinby Quadrangle
6:30 Alumni Dinner Severance Gymnasium
9:15. Modern Dance Program ....................Quinby Quadrangle
.10:00 Senior Alumni Dance ..7.7tnr.TZ..:.Severance Gymnasium
SUNDAY, JUNE 13
11:00 Baccalaureate Service
ur. Lowry "I he Images of Wonder"
4:00 Reception of Seniors and
8:00 Brahm's "Requiem"
inoir and Urchestra
MONDAY, JUNE 14
10:00 . Assemhlv
.wviiiv sv & A.vjaivii i
10:30 78th Commencement Quinby Quadrangle
.actress Dy varl v.
TUESDAY IUNE 15
Completion of Summer
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16
7:30 Summer School Classes
r
Star In Commencement Play
Courtesy Wooster Daily Record
Jan Johnson, Jack Hunter, and Jane Stroh are shown in a
scene from "First Lady." There will be two performances of
the commencement play: the evening of June 11 and the after-
noon of June 12.
civic organizations and has made
several special research studies. Down
through the busy years he has kept
in top physical condition by refereeing
and officiating at football games, track
meets, and many other of his
favorites.
Monday, June 14, the day Judge
Weygandt delivers the commencement
speech, is a very special day for him.
Not only is it his birthday, but also
the anniversary of his marriage to
petite blond Jessie May Silver, whom
he met here in college. All of their
three children have graduated from
Wooster Clark, Richard, and Mary
in this year's class.
Stalls Takes Second
The Scots have done it again. With
a few canny words, Harry Stults won
second place and a 25.00 cash prize
in a contest sponsored by the Civic
Oratory League. The contest was held
at Ohio Weslyan. Four schools were
represented: Wayne University of De-
troit, Western Reserve, Ohio Wesly-
an and Wooster. Harry's topic was
"The Atomic Marble Champion," a
speech on race.
Memorial Chapel
parents ..President's Home
Memorial Chapel
Weygandt
School Registration ..Galpin
.
';
Begirt.
Start Soph Forum
A new organization makes its debut
on campus next year Sophomore
Forum. This group is an outgrowth
of the present organization, Freshman
Forum. The discussion group has
been so successful this year that the
class of '51 voted into existence a
corresponding forum for next year.
Freshman Forum will, however, con-
tinue to function as before.
MORB ON . . .
SFRC
(Continued from Page 1)
drinking rule, with the recommenda-
tion that the MSGA set up proper
legislation which will prosecute in- -
dividual! rather than sections here-
after.
In the light of these SFRC discus
sions, everyone has become sharply
aware that there is something wrong
with the law-enforceme- nt of the
MSGA. There is a misunderstanding
on the part of the students as to the
"axe" held over them by the Faculty
and Administration and an ignorance
on the part of these latter bodies as
to the extent of rule breaking.
The principal of self-governm- ent is
sound. It benefits both students and
administration. In enforcing rules,
however, there must be a clear under
standing on the part of the students
of what these rules mean and the con
sequences that will follow if they are
broken. There are some who may
feel that existing rules are inadequate
and need revision.. The student body
must decide what law enforcement it
will stand by and enforce it.
Up to now that has not been done
faithfully. MSGA has been used as
a "Front" for the men to hide behind
and to placate the administration. In
recent months, the MSGA has failed
to keep its agreement to see that no
drunkenness and drinking on campus
would be condoned. The rule was in-
terpreted loosely enough so that drink-
ing went on, and the feeling has been
that the administration has closed its
eyes. As cases arose they were not
handled on an individual basis. There-
in lies the problem. Individuals are
responsible for their actions, but have
refused to take that responsibility
Without that feeling of responsibility,
the whole self-governme- nt system
breaks down and a police system be
comes necessary to enforce the law,
The administration has no desire to
be a police force; nor do the students
want to be informers. Someone must
take the responsibility. The faculty
gave to the students their prerogative
for punishment ' of rule breaking. If
the students mismanage that preroga
tive, the faculty must' take it back.
Everyone should be perfectly aware
of the Administration's stand that
"drinking will not be tolerated". While
you are a student at the College of
Wooster you are under that rule.
Until such time as revision is made,
all rules must stand and must be en
forced.' The responsibility lies on the
shoulders of the individual.' But as
long as individuals can hide in groups
and feel justified in doing so, self'
government breaks down.
The SFRC ruling Tuesday to up
hold the MSGA decision was con-
sciously done in an effort to make
self-governme-
nt mean something
Now, MSGA has the responsibility to
take a right step. Either MSGA
strengthens its law-enforcem- ent and
really gets tough with violators, or
they must admit they cannot do the
job and the Administration will take
over. It's your decision and it's very
important. Think it over.''
After The Wind
By Jack
Never fails. Never. That iust
the old ramming by the rigid rod of
little books of blue. Ogres with bindings. The curse of rivilisation. The
bane of modern existence. Anathema, M-l- . For you. For the profs.
Everyone. Misery. And gnashing of teeth. Although maybe it's the
weather. How can a joker prepare for finals when the Tuneful Nine are
chortling in his shell-pin- k ear? Makes for a tough life. Especially if
these hairy, old tests are prone to give you a bad time. Of mavbe "
supine's the word we're looking for.
the poetry out ot anyone s soul. And if it doesn t happen to be poetry
that you're full of, it drains that out, tod." So, instead of glowing with
expectancy, you're reeking with fatigue. Swell. We'll all reek together.
Because of the little books of blue.
But, after all, this is an adventure. Stout hearts and all that. With
few bullies thrown in for kicks. Sn von rlpnrh vrnir rppth Anrl vnii
ripple the little muscles in your
rll0 krOI f l--l A reA rt Cnmm, wwui, imu uig iu. ou . .
the No-Nod- ? No cigarettes! Gad!
Sharpen those pencils. Fill those pens. Or if it's a ball-poin- t, cross your
fingers. But do somethiTigi Don't just stand there. With the sun shining.
The wind whistling through your academicals. Get movin'! And start
peeling those notes. The ones you can read.
So you rush listlessly back to the dorm. Steps. Hall. More steps.
Hall. Your room. Yours. You ran tell. Tt'u that Hparl fppKncr rW --- mo-
-
over you. As you force your way
But you re determined. This time. You undress. Weave to the
shower. Cold water. Wakes you up. So you turn it on hot again. And
you qry. oomewnat. vrawi into your p.j s. And a bathrobe. Then you
put the coffee pot on the can of Steroo. And light a match. As well
as the cigarette. Sit down. ProD ud vour feet. And that's all there is
to it. There you are. Asleep.
And what about the exam? Why, naturally. You breeze right
through it. Swinging your Phi Bete key as you breeze. Nothing to it!
But the next one. The next one . . . you'll study for. '
"All, all is vanity, and a striving after the wind."
Donna Boiholdl Chosen Chairman ol Hew
Inler-Cultur- al Relations Committee
On last Monday morning during
Chapel hour representatives from
various campus organizations met to
form an Inter-Cultur- al Relations Com
mittee. Ihis inter-grou- p committee is
something new on this campus but
it has been tried very successfully at
other colleges all over the country. Ed
Cheatham conducted the meeting as
Chairman pro-te- m and Donna Bod-ho- lt
was elected to serve as chairman
for the coming year. As yet the com-
mittee is temporary, but it is hoped
that during next year a definite course
of action will be decided upon and
launched.
The following c ollege organiza
tions will send one or more representa
Bluufl and AvuHAti
Two of the most popular melodies among the seniors at the moment
are The March of the War Priests and Lohengrin's wedding march . . .
and to prove it more seniors announced their engagements in the last
reveral weeks. Best wishes and
btan Gault, Fran Jillson and Dave Seymour (He s from the East they
met at Swarthmore) and Marge Shields and Norm Griggs ... A
humble apology goes to Harry Mangold, head waiter at Babcock. By
some slip of the mind, or the typewriter he was called Harry Glatz in
the last column.
lews from Abroad : Mr. Dewey might not have done too well in
our mock convention, but he sure showed Mr. Stassen what a debate
was in their Oregon conflict. Congrats go to the networks which car
ned the program tor a whole hour . , . Word comes from Kent that
Daisy Taylor, who left Wooster last year, was their .May Queen this
year. In her court was. Poflie Bailey. Pollie was a freshman here two
years ago . . . Rumor reached our ears to the effect that Lindy Weiss,
who is now enrolled at the University of Delaware is engaged. Lindy
started out with the present senior class ...
Campus Quips: Lucky seventh section is now boasting of a new
television set. The better to see the Indians win the pennant with . . .
It doesn't seem quite fair that some people should have to take final,
exams this week in the midst of term papers and everything else . . ."
There was a rule made that no exams should be given outside of the
scheduled examination period. Why don't some of you people who
are complaining, complain to the people who can do something about
it. That's what we have a Student Faculty Relations Committee for . . .
Cynie Cole, Pinky Townley, and Skippy Pierson took a trial flight over
the week-end- . The three of them are planning a hostelling trip in Eu-
rope this summer and felt they needed a little practice so they pedalled
to Hudson arid back. That's a mere ninety miles. With luck they
should be able to sit down long enough to take exams . . . Lola Fish,
whose summer clothes were sent to Europe by mistake, is slowly get-
ting outfitted. All the girls in Babcock pitched in with blouses and
skirts and dresses. But now that she has something to wear in hot
weather, there is no hot weather,' let's hope her winter clothes are
still around ...
Farewells: It's hard to believe that the year is over. For the senior
class especially. They started out in the war years . . . they saw VE
and VJ day . . . they had the Navy on campus and Saturday classes.
They saw things like President Lowry 's inauguration. Norman Thomas
and Sherwood Eddy. Things returned almost to normal when the men
started coming back and the mixers in lower Galpin and Douglass
were things of the past. They saw a woman struggle with the responsi- -
L:t:... C --.A '.t. 1 T J
Bobbin
about the time you get settled, comes
reality. In the form of exams. The
Why ... that's enough to drain
jaw. Square your shoulders. Take a
...t.A....'- - T :. T Ti .
. wncic a uic cuuee puu wnos got
Have to have cigarettes. And ncnrils
- v avva&g WlUta VVillVg
through the debris. And books.
tives to sit on the Inter-Grou- p Com-
mittee:
The Westminster Fellowship,
Y.M.C.A., Y.W,C.A., Freshman For-u- m,
Sophomore Forum, National Stu-
dent Association, International Rela-
tions Club, Student Senate, Student
League for Industrial Democracy,
Sociology Club, THE Corporation,
Congressional Club, and any other
college club which wishes to partici-
pate.
The first meeting of next year will
be announced soon after college re-
convenes in the fall and all those in-
terested are asked to contact Donna
Bodholt at that time.
congratulations go to Flo Kurt? and
I r.-- - j.v.l; TI Junity ui sciicuc JJ1CS1UC11- -, diiu iuuca diiu vui.e euuursmps. muse days
too are gone forever. (Except for brave Fran Reed who is heading
next year's Ifldex). Courses like Miss Dunham's Post-Wa- r Reconstruc-
tion and Foreign Affairs were offered in their first two years. Theirs
was an entirely different Wooster. In those times, women had fewer
light cuts, eleven o'clock pers and lib nights. And the fewer men had
C ::- - Tt-i-.-- l. I - !- -- f ;;.,..' f...iicwu lv8' nicy nave utcii a. .mas ui iidiisiuun. xviany or tneir mas- -
culine members have rejoined them after years in the service; others
have left their original classes, thanks to Uncle Sam, and become gradu-
ates of June, 1948.
To all of. them Wooster "is now saying goodbye. When they
come back nothing will seem the same. There will be new faces in the
Shack and the Voice office. Someone else will be messing" up the
rooms they used to live in. We'll see them at reunions but never
again will we see them as officers of the clubs we belong to, as hard
working book worms in the lib, as campus leaders. We can remember
so well how we looked up to them because they were seniors and the
thrill we knew they felt when they marched down the aisle for the
first time in their caps and gown. We will remember so many things
about them ... . but most of all we will remember them as a part of
the Wooster we loved. John Bathgate was right
. . . Wooster is notjust a school it's a way of life. Goodbye, class of 1948 Good luck
and God bless you.: 1 ;
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V
Ike ... .
Mel "El Gaucho" Swartz
Well, here it is the end of the year
again and time once more to ttick
my neck out in selecting an all-st- ar
toftball team. If they changed the a
amount of playen on a team to
tomewhere around 15 it would help
immeasurably. ki in; .tn.inchoosing theK ke.tDest
men.
However, if any one player wat
head and shoulders above hit col
leagues, it wat Earl "Swish" Shaw.
He it one of the slyest third tackert
this "gauch" hat had the opportunity
of witnessing in many yean. The ex- -
traordinary ability to fake a man out
of hi "tnuggiet" hat paid dividends
on the diamond a. well at the basket- -
'ball floor.
. ... ..
-
---
--
-
-
- i
Well, enough of this; all T. S.
cardtwill be punched between 2:30- -
3:00 Saturday afternoon, at which
time I'll be ture to be well armed.
FIRST TEAM
C-To- m Flippen
p Bob Antram, Roger Pratt
1st Larry Hoge
2nd Dick Hollingsworth
3rd Earl Shaw
SS Bob Shafer
LF "Bugs" Snyder
CF Bob Olsen
RF Ben Paris
SECOND TBAM
.
C Boze Anderson
P Ed Ziemke, Jim Sprinkle
1st Dick Cave
2nd Bill Gaston
3rd Stan Wilson
- SS Stan Gault
CF "Skip" Combes
RF Jack Hogeston
A very special mention goes to
Dick Grennert, Jim Kennelly, Jim
Schneider, Len Roof, George lomar
and Woody Achauer for better than
fair all around play during the sea- -
I
son.
The intratectional golf match be- -
tween Seventh and Fifth wat won by
Fifth i3'!2-10'- 2. The big gun for
Fifth wat Dick Paige while for Sev- -
enth Dave Dowd played number one.
Paige wat really hot at he scored a 71
for the 18 holes. Dowd wat even par
at the end of three holes of play,
but never the lew, he wat alto three
holet down at Paige birdied all of
them. The contest wat dote all the
... 1 .'t " .1 I.. I
wav and it wat omy unut uic ii
match wat played that the outcome
wat decided.
Seventh Fifth
Dave Dowd 0 Dick Paige 4
Stan Wilson Vi Earl Shaw Vi
Ben Thomatetti 4 Andy McAntee 0
George Cady 3 Bill Coulter
"Bugs" Snyder 2 Ray Jolie
Dick Gaver 1 Yours Truly
(what luck!)
The annual Alumni-varsit- y base
ball game will be held Friday, June
11, in Severance stadium. The series
wat founded way back in 1927 by
Mose Hole and Art Murray. During
the war the games were discontinued,
but this year the crop of oldsters
should be more than a match for our
home team. Any person who has
whether he hasgone to school here,
graduated or not, is eligible to play.
However, previous varsity letter men
in baseball will probably constitute
the majority of the team.
It is by no means certain' that the
varsity will emerge victorious as the
old grads form some of Woosters all
time greats on the diamond. If you
are planning to be here on that day
don't miss it!'
For the second time in two years
the volleyball championship goes to
e peanut team. The twelve partici- -
-
. ' " i . 1 J- - .;J-- Jpating teams this year were mviau
into" three leagues,- - and the -- winners
of each were in the finals of the tourn
ament. After the Spuds eliminated the
Dominoe team, the Peanuts defeated
the Spuds 27-1- 8, The back-bon- e of
the winning team consisted of Liz
Baker, Jan Miller, Paulie Swan, Peg
Short, Anna Syrios, Jean Scott, Nan
cy Jo Putman, Dot Heflin and Mary
Ann Evant.
Congratulations
Seniors
DORMAIERS
THB-WO0STBRV-
OICB
RT.S
SLUGGERS TAKE 7th; THI5SJ-C!Jy)- S TOW Fmi?JL
Scots Blast Muskingum 4-- 3
Borowy Slams Four-Bagg- er
- By Larry "Flip" Piper .
Ed Borowv s WthoaW slants and his booming bat proved too
much for the invadine Muskies to
the Scots went on to notch their seventh straight diamond victory by
4-- 3 score.
Borowy accounted for two of Wooster's four runs with a two
run circuit blast in the second inning, scoring Jim Kennedy ahead of
him. It was the Black and Gold's second four master of the season,
, , , , ,
w eo vrucy Having laggeu inc
te.
While Borowy was the shillalagh
. a
star with a home run and tingle,
Frank Pierce, Slick Gaver, and Tom
Witner also clubbed out two hits
each.
Although Muskingum touched eru
dite Eddie for ten base hits, Borowy
had it in the clutch. The Muskies
left at least one runner on base in
frames-
-
strand,n aeach, the,nine
total of twelve,
.
, . ,,,,.,,.,.,
ine inenaiy len-nana- ea iaas irura
f,few Concord were the first to open
Le --cori,,, wth a sincleton in the
fiwt jnnjng. Kachilla opened the stan--
za by slinging a base knock into right
Borowy't throw to McDowell on Stul--
lenberger's sacrifice pulled the "Rep
tile" off the bag, and both Muskie
runners were safe. Schreimer's ground
ball advanced Kachilla to third and
'Berger" to second.
Muskingum hereupon unearthed ye
olde squeeze play (not the night golf
course type). Kachila started legging
it toward the pay-of- f platter with Bor
owy's windup and scored easily when
Rushing dropped down a perfect
bunt.
Wooster squared things in their
half of the initial frame. Frank
Pierce, the first batter, singled
sharply over second base but was
forced at second by Gaver. But Tom
Whitner clubbed Ben Shafer's first
pitch into deep right field for i
double with Gaver scoring all th
wav fr0m first,
. jim Kennedy inaugurated the sec
on(j inning by working Shafer for
four ja(j one anj a free trip t0 fint
. .
- j mm a 1Weyeandt saenhced Kennedy to the
keystone sack and on McDowell's rap
back to the Muskie pitcher, Jim
raced to third.
Shafer appeared to have pitched
hit way out1 of the jam after getting
a two strike, one ball count on Ed
Borowy. Then it happened! Knuckle- -
ball Eddie unloaded the lumber and
blasted a torrid drive between the
right and center fielders. The ball
tkidded up the bank and trickled in--
nocently beneath tome cart parked
.1 (MM A. .1 a aimk nnrluwr
.
mv
. .
..j...i ...ter fielders chased the elusive pellet
Kennedy scored and Borowy jogged
home behind him. The Scott now held
a 3-- 1 lead.
Borowy held this two run lead un
tU tne fourth After getting Bon.
vechio on an infield smash, catcher
Don Miller stroked a triple to right
and scored on King's texas leaguei
to the same pasture.
Hamburger Inn
v
-15c-I- IAIIBURGERS
PHONE 540-- R
mmm
4, i.tJt flip
Muskoff Drugs
WOOSTER HOTEL BLDG.
swallow last Friday afternoon, and
Coach Art Murray's nine scored
what proved to be the winning run
the sixth. Dick Snoddy opened
with a two-bagg- er to right-cente- r.
Dawson then ambled to the mound
to replace shaver.
Busack skied to the shortstop for
out No. 1. Snoddy took third at Jim
Kennedy beat out a hit to deep short,
With Jim Weygandt at bat Dawson
balked, allowing Snoddy to score and
Kennedy to take second base. Wey
eandt's tap back to the first sacker
pushed Kennedy to third, but McDow
l's foul fly to Rushing left Wooster't
center fielder perched on the hot cor
ner.
. a
Muskingum threatened briefly in
the ninth, dtuiienoerger started
events rolling by drawing Borowy'f
fourth base on balls. Schreimer laid
down a pretty bunt to sacrifice the
berger" boy to second. A wild heave
moved "Oh you know who I mean"
to third from whence he tallied on
Rushing't ground ball to Gaver.
Bonvechio sliced a hot one inside
the third base bag to kep the rally
alive, but Borowy bore down to get
Miller on a called third strike.
Minkingum AB R H PO A E
Kachilla, If ....... 5 1 2 0 0 0
Stullenberger, 2b 3 1 0 1 4 0
Schreiner, cf 4 0 2 0 0 0
Rushing, ss 3.0 17 2 0
Bonvechio, 3b ... 5 0 1 110
Miller, c 4 1 2 4 2 0
King lb 4 0 1 9 1 1
Lovejoy, rf 0 0 0 0 00
Reynolds, rf 3 0 1 1 0 0
Shaver, p 3 0 0 0 4 1
Dawson, p 1 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 35 3 10 24 12 2
Woofer AB R H PO A E
Pierce, If 4 0 2 1 0 1
Gaver, ss 3 1 2 2 4 1
Witner, 2b 4 0 2 4 0 0
Snoddy rf 4 1 10 0 0
Busack, c 4 0 0 4 1 1
Kennedy, cf 3 10 10 0
Weygandt, 3b .. 2 0 0 0 1 0
McDowell, lb ... 3 0 0 14 0 0
Borowy, p 3 12 18 1
Totals
.
..
30 4
. ? 27 14 4
Babcock Defeats
Scott For Title
Five teams of baseball nines com
peted for first place in the Women
Baseball League. These teams were thi
Miller Bombers, the Hoover team, thi
Scott Nine and the Holden and Bab
cock teams. Defeating Scott by the
score of 17-- 5, Babcock captured first
position in the league. The members
of the Babcock team are Rheem Heg
ner, Jo Barr, Marjory Munnell, Jean
King, Mary Weygandt, Anna Syrios,
Margaret Chaffee, Pat Culp and Jane
Sedgwick.
George Lahm
Jeweler
221 E. Liberty St. Wooster, O.
Phone 1035-- W
MANN'S
LAUNDRY and
An Agent
Yoomen Victors
Oberlin snapped the Scots' seven
game winning ttreak by defeating
Wooster 4-- 2 at Oberlin Saturday.
Wooster now hat' won
. teven while
osing two.
Pat Cavanaiigh, who had been the
losing, hurler in Oberlin't 7-- 9 loss to
Wooster at Scotrieville, wat much
more effective. He held the Black and
old to seven scattered hits. Tom
Witner was the only Scot to collect
two base knocks for the afternoon.
In addition to a fine pitching per- -
ormance Cavanaugh led the Yeomen
at the dish with three hits in as many
appearances at bat. Addison and Mc--
Wharton each made two hits during
the afternoon.
Dick Snoddy went the entire route
for Woster and allowed only one
more hit to the Yeomen - that the
Scots were able to gather from the
offerings of Cavanaugh. But Ober
tin's timely hitting in the early inn
Ings produced a four run bulge for
the Yeomen and spelled the difference
While Oberin was scoring single
runs in the first and fourth and two
markers in the third, the Scots were
able to do nothing a'tall as Wooster's
total bingle barrage the first i
frames was two hits.
(Continued on page 4)
Fifth Retains
Seventh, Ninth Bunners-U- p
WhiDoinff Third 15-- 0 Wednesday in their last game of the sea- -
son, Fifth, with a 12-- 1 record took
second year in a row, edging out a
record. Throughout the fourteen team league there were many closely
contested and thrilling tussles marked by a number of upsets making
a highly interesting season.
It was Fifth's consistent and well
balanced team under the able leader-
ship of Bill Quale that enabled them
to take top honors on the hill. Earl
Shaw's brilliant all-rou- nd play as-
sisted by Bob Shafer and Rog Pratt
contributed particularly to Fifth's sue
cess. Seventh started slow, dropping
Second and fifth,a game apiece to
but then really caught fire winning
all of their remaining garnet which
included a brilliant 10-- 7 triumph over
Fifth's champions last Tuesday,
Fifth's only loss. Ed Ziemke't ability
to find his pitching form, and the
booming bats of Stan Gault, Boze
Anderson, Stan Wilson, and Len Roof
accounted for Seventh's ' excellent
showing.
Ninth't athletic ttatut was raised
considerably due to the efforts of their
outstanding hurler, Bob Antram, al-
though he wat aided by Dick Gren- -
ert and oithen. Dick Hollingiworth't
big bat and all-rou- nd play were the
chief reasons for Second's rating in
the league. His teammates started out
the season giving him fine support but
this support dwindled at the teaton
progressed. Hollingsworth along with
Shaw turned in perhaps the season's
best performances.
Taylor Units, Phi Delta, Eighth,
and Third each had several outstand-
ing men on their squads permitting
them to beat out the remaining teams
of their respective Kenarden and Trol
ley Leagues for places in the champ
ionship League. The final standings
Team Won-Los-t Per cent
FifthT 12-- 1 923
-
.846Seventh -- 41-2
Ninth 9-- 4 .692
Second 9-- 5 .643
Taylor Units 7-- 6 .538
Phi Delts 6-- 7 .462
Eighth 5-- 9 .385
Third 4-- 9 - .307
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING
in Each Dorm
COME IN NOW
DcTyour weeks -- wash -- in only a half-hou-r
and never touch the water
Only 25c per Laundromat Load
L A U II D R 0 II A T
Half Hour Laundry
j. 402 East Liberty Street (Rear)
Open 8:00 A. M. to 8:00 P. M. Free Parking in Rear
:
(. PHONE 1752-- X
Co-E- ds Honored
Here are tome facts about the W.- -
A. A. Recognition dinner which wat
held in Holden dining room on
Thursday May 20th at 7 o'clock.
The following girls were given rec
ognition for outstanding performance
and good sportsmanship in sports:
Badminton Margaret C h a f e e ,
Marion Stewart.
Basketball Pat Culp, Loma Davis,
Jean Hodgson, Jean King, Anna Sy
rios, , Jackie. Nuttall, Sally Strock,
Paulie Swan, Ruth Russ, Peggy Short,
Jean Allison, Peggy DeChant, Janet
Evans, Edith Rutherford.
Modern Dance Jean Harris, Mina
Hayes, "Jan Jensen, Kay Deen.
Hockey Peggy DeChant, Anna
Syrios, Peggy Herr, Ruth Backus,
Sally Strock.
Outing Dorothy Dayton, Sally
Rhine, Pricilla Miller, Kay Roulston,
Alice Romig.
Swimming-
-Jo Barr, Poppy Den- -
gler, Lou Ann DeVoss, Jean King,
Jane McAfee.
Tennis Anne Greene, Barb Band-le- r.
(Continued on page 4) ,
Softball Crorn
the Softball championship for the
strong Seventh nine with an 11 '2
Scots Tie Akron
The match with Akron at Breatch- -
nach Country Club, Cuyahoga Fallt
ast Tuesday ended in a tie 8-- 8. Evi
dence is lacking, but the question still
remains as to who tied who, where?
Nevertheless, this eives the Scot "nib- -
tckers a record of 8 wins, 1 ae, and
, ,
two deteats. iney snouia aaa two
more wins from Kent Mate Extension,
and Akron, as the former lost early
in the season 16-0- . We should have a
AvriAeA home advantaee. as the
colleee hasn't been beaten on their
home course since 1945 when Oberlin
mustered a lo-- u snutout,
In the match at Akron, the Woos
ter golfers observed a unique mark
ing system. It consisted of four pretty
Akron coeds keeping the official
score, and incidentally restraining the
golfers from cussing. This would help
Wooster in two ways: 1st, it would
keep opponents from enjoying their
game tince they couldn't "expostu
late" and release that nervous ten
sion; secondly, it would distract our
opponent's eyes from the ball. May'
be all this it just an alibi for our tie
match with Akron.
Locker 78
Cosgrove . 82
Miller . 82
Guzzo 81
Boldicker .80
Bauer .82
Brown -- 74
Thomman .81
WOOSTER
THEATRE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney
The Iron Curtain if
Also FIGHTING MAD
SUN., MON., TUES.
Peg Cummins, Charles Coburn
Green Grass oi
Wyoming"
In Technicolor
Tex Beneke and Band
WEDNESDAY ONLY
On Stage In Person
"Renlro Valley
Barn Dance"
Screen: FRENCH LEAVE
Track Stars Have Easy Sailing
Over Case, 111 Union, 74 V2AV2 --37
By Jack Lang
The college track team concluded its home schedule by defeating
Case and Mt. Union last Saturday IfYi, Case AlYi, and Mt. Union
37. This gave the Scots a perfect record for home meets; as a matter
of fact. Wooster has lost only one
year, that in baseball to Fenn.
Harry Scheifele totaled 99 points for the six meet season with
firsts in the hurdle events and broad
jump. He collected markers also at
a member of the mile relay team and
a fourth place tie in the high jump.
Bud Reed wat in tip-to- p shape at
he cleared the high jump at an even
six' feet, hit best mark of the year. Ed
MacAllister took off on the third
turn of the half mile run to take first
place in this event, while teammate
Bill Campbell placed second. Stan
Siders, although a bit slow at the
start, showed plenty of sprint in the
home stretch of the two-mi- le run to
gallop across the finish line seconds
ahead of Case's Di Cesare. Cy Satow
gave the Black and -- Gold a third and
BiU McClelland a fourth in the long
wo-mii- e
Bob Coccia heaved the thot put
over 41 feet to add five points to the
72 total, while' Bud Reed ap
proached the 21 ft. mark in the broad
jump for a second in this event
This wat the last track meet in
Severence stadium for four squad
members. Harry Scheifele, Dave
Blackshear and Ray Clever will gradu
ate this June and Bill Campbell will
be going to med school in the falL
Scheifele has been the man Coach
Munson could count on for 13 points
in any meet He hat collected 298
points in three seasons at Wooster
and still has the Big Six Conference
meet at Delaware tomorrow. Last year
he made six points, and in hit fresh'
man year 15 in this season climax.
He it truly one of the great competi
tort in Wooster sports; the team will
miss him immensely next year.
Dave Blackshear carried much of
the brunt of the Scot attack during
tne la w Yn on campus. This
.' t nrr v f
, . ,
added 304 points for a grand total
jjjh; Camp,ell was onIy beaten twice
in the mile event this year and took
two firsts ir the half mile. HU total
for the season without the conference
meet is 46. Ray Clever has been work
Heating and Ventilating
SALES
home game in all major sports all
ing hard in the dashes, acquiring a
6J4 point total.
Freshman Coach Chuck Slagle be
lieves that Morley Russell, Harry Wee
cesser, Red McCaughey, Bob Meeker
and Bob Smith are sure to do a fine
job next year' on the varsity. He pre
dicted that Coccia will do 43 or 44
feet and that Jim Hale and Dave
Castle will improve if they work as
hard as they have this season.
880-yar- d relay Mount Union won
(Bay, Dorman, Wright, Raebel);
Case second (Tanger, Debrecenj, Dif-ferbach- er.
Barrett) , Time, 1134.3.
Mile - run Churchill (C), first;
Campbell (W), second; Johnston
(W), third; Siders (W), fourth.
Time, 4:36.9.
440-yar- d dash Clyde (W), first;
Blackshear (W), second; Hill (Q,
third; Bay (M), fourth. Time, 0:52.3.
100-yar- d dash Raebel (M), first;
Wright (M), second; Tanger (Q,
third; Lyons (C), fourth. Time,
0:10.3.
High hurdles Scheifele (W), first;
Milligan (W), second; Barrett (C),
third; Debreceni (C), fourth. Time,
0:15.9.
880-yar- d run MacAllister (W),
first; Campbell (W), second; Smith
(C), third; Churchill (C), fourth.
Time, 2:04.8.
220-yar- d dash Wright (W), first;
Raebel (M), second; Tanger (C),
third; Lyons (C), fourth. Time,
0:22.2.
Two-mil- e run Siders (W), first;
DiCesare (C), second; Satow (W),
third; McClelland (W), fourth. Time,
10:43.8.
(Continued on Page 4)
L. C. Boles' Contest
Dave Dowd .77 74 151
Dick 'Page .77 77 154
Doug Miller .75 81 156
Stan Wilson .82 74 156
GRAY & SON. Inc.
216 East Liberty Street Wooster, Ohio
SANDWICH ISLAND
Hamhurgs and Milk Shakes
15c
Come or Call 225-- L
Coal Builders' Supplies
SERVICE
Phone 67
0
$22.50 Coal
Self-assuran- ce is yours when you
wear "PALM BEACH for-- ,
mal. For these' handsome, fine '
fitting White Jackets are tailored
by Goodall, the world's largest
summer clothing specialists. Cor
rtct in every detail ... They're
the standard of summer smart'
ness.
U IBM -
Freedlonders
Study At American University
Henry F. Chandler, Director of the Administrative Office
for die Law Courts of the United States gives Ed Snell and
Bill Shoaff a little inside information about the running of our
Law courts. Ed and Bill, in addition to Bud Ulf who is not
pictured, are attending the American University in Washington,
D.C.
Washington Semester
Trio Belnrn Hexl Fall
Bill Shoaff, Ed Snell, and Bud Ulf
are now completing their "experiment
in progressive education" at the
American University's School of So-
cial Sciences and Public Affairs in
Washington, D. C.
All juniors at Wooster, the three
have chosen special fields of study in
connection with government. The
projects chosen by the Wooster repre-
sentatives are: Bill Shoaf, "Communist
Infiltration in the U. S."; Ed Snell,
"Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes and
the Commerce Clause"; and Bud Ulf,
"Study of Proposed Changes in Anti-Tru- st
Laws".
The trio will return to continue
courses at Wooster in the fall semester.
Counter Chit-Ch- at
FROM
Freedlanders
Summer's i-cu- min' in. In fact, it's
practically i-ca- me. And it's significant.
Terrifically. There's the sun, 'and you
know what that means: hot days, sun
burns, dry skin, travel (to a sun spot),
new people to impress. And you'll be
impressed with all the new-under-the-s- un
sensations Freedlanders has for
summer. They're inspired. For in-
stance, there's a lime-smellin- g concoc-
tion for your bath that contains a
refrigerant that cools your skin and
actually cools you . . . even in warm
water. Schratz puts it up in a frosty
green botde labelled Ice-O-Bubbl- es,
said bottle costing only 1.00 and con
taining 16 oz., which is a quart where
I come from.
Another terrific dollar purchase is
the skin balm Cheramy whips up for
sun-dr- y (or any other kind of dry)
skin. Of special note is the dispenser
that comes
.
with it. Don't bother to
take off the lid; just push the gimick
and a drop's in your palm. No muss,
- no fuss; you know: significant!
Charles of the Ritz being a smart
gentleman and seeing what a good
.
thing he'd dreamed up in "Reven-seence- "
(this is a glamour word for
skin smoothifier) combined this sterl-
ing product with his tanning lotion
and came Up with a veritable Hegelian
synthesis: Sun-bronz- e. That's right
.... terrific for tanning. It conditions
-- " your skin for the sun and works won
ders. You get a magical tan and your
skin stays in perfect condition. Comes
in a lush bottle for $3.50 . . . and it's
worth it!
.The come-o-n of matching lips and
fingertips comes wrapped in a new
package, the La Cross "Twintype."
Your lipstick and Naylon polish are
in a stand of twin white oval frames,
the kind that's used to frame tintypes.
Remove the Naylon and lipstick and
you have a double frame for pictures!
Talk about hitting the jackpot .
i 1.60 the set, and your choice of
thirteen shades.
!-
- As a parting ' punch, there's one
more big beautiful buy, and not even
Federal tax to payl 1.00 makes you
the talented toter of a Totebrush".
Maybe you don't brush your teeth
when you travel; maybe you let your
teeth shift for themselves. But if not,
this is for you. It's a plastic case with
refillable reservoir filled with tooth
powder, and a separate nylon tufted
toothbrush that locks rigid when un
folded, and folds to tuck away into a
ventilated compartment. The whole
thing is smaller than a pack of cigaret
tes and comes in green, pink, blue or
ivory. Tot on for your China
dippers.
Buy now and by now,
Anna Taylor
W 1
i!illll
MORB ON . .
Co-E- ds Honored
(Continued from Page 3)
Volleyball Nancy Putman, Peggy
Short, Marion Loehlin, Jo Barr, Jean
Scott, Liz Baker, Nancy Fischer, An
na Syrios, Jo Bailey, Mary Lutz, Mer-dit- h
Hunter, Helen Heitman, Lois
Zaun, Jean Mayer, Helen Gurley.
The following senior girls were giv
en recognition for outstanding per
formance and sportsmanship in sports
for over a period of four years: Jean
King, Jan Jensen, Kay Deen, Anna
Syrios, Pat Culp.
The following girls were recog
nized for their service to the W. A. A.
Board: Jean King, President, Mari-ann- a
Paull, Vice-Presiden- t, Kay Deen,
Secretary, Pat Culp, Treasurer, Lou
Ann DeVoss, Social Chairman, Mari-
an Wierony, Archery manager, Mar
garet . Chaf ee, Badminton manager,
Jackie Nuttall, Basketball, manager,
Carolyn McAllister, Bowling manager,
Jan Jensen, Dancing manager, Helen
Heitman, Golf manager, Ruth Back
us, Hockey manager, Dorothy Dayton,
Outing manager, Jane McAfee, Swim
ming manager, Dorothy Sandrock,
Tennis manager, and Lois Zaun, Vol- -
leyball manager.
The guests at the dinner were: Mrs.
Lewis Lowry, Mrs. Margery Golder,
Misses Kathleen Lowrie, Geraldine
Toops, Dorothy Lightner, and Mary
Jean Buccalo.
eVf
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IDEAL FROCKS
LADIES WEARING APPAREL
Always First With The Latest
156 East Liberty Street
A Graduation Giit
From Our Large Selection Is a Gift of Distinction
The GIFT CORNER Public Square
Good Luck
Seniors
THE SHACK
Many cf your pictures can
be improved or dramatized
by the use of the right Kodak
Filter We have a complete
selection to fit most cam-
eras. See us today.
SNYDER STUDIO
and CAMERA SHOP
Phone 16
WOOSTER, OHIO
0ve r
THB WOOSTER VOICE Friday, May 28th, 1948
A Glimpse of the Year In
In view of the time of year, or the'
subject, this article should be titled
"After-th- e Wind". But you've heard
that one before, or ought to have.
And something like "The Year In
Review" would bring a plagarism suit
from the New York Times. So, stop-
ping long enough to catch a breath,
let alone a whiff of nostalgia, let's
take a glance over the shoulder.
It seems as if we've had a busy time
at-Woste-
r this year, Lots of things
going on. And
.
they've been
.
fun.
Haven't they? Things like putting new
life into old traditions. Take Home
coming, tor instance: we won a toot- -
ball game. There was a pert .Home-
coming queen, too, in the person of
Jo Garver. Add in an expert Craig-directe- d
production of the hilarious
"Dear Ruth" and an all-colle- ge dance,
and you've had it. October 2, that
was. The play was so good it went on
the road with two casts, no less.
Then there was Sadie Hawkins' Day
on November 15. With plenty or
Bohemian fun, and Pat "The Tree"
Milligan as king of Dogpatch. Do
you gals still show the bruises from
that ' classic Senior Junior football
game? We know, you tried hard, but
it was muddy. And messy! t
The football team was rather faith
ful to us in the home games won
four, then lost five played away from
dear, old Woo. One of the victories
was an historical 200th, at the expense
of Kent State. Speaking of sports, our
basketball handlers made graphic rec
ords. Like topping the state and Con-
ference competition to carry off all
honors. Ah, it's been a wonderful
Year for Mose Hole!
Then there were the other tradi
tions. .Wooster held its Day on Decem
ber 11 with dynamic Harry Flory
and not much sentimentality. The an
nual Week of Prayer came and went,
in February, Dr. James Clarke presid-
ing. This year something new was
added:-- a play, about such valuable
things as virtue and the devil, under
the able direction of Janie Stroh.
Week after Week after Week peram
bulated past. One of them was Career
Week, and a special round of applause
goes to Marge Yaple, Dave Castle,
Harry Stultz, and all . the other
beavers who aided in contacting the
experts. We hope the advice received
MORB ON . . .
Track Heel
' (Continued from Page 3)
Low hurdles Scheifele (W), first;
Blackshea?.(W), second; Barrett (C),
third; Debreceni (C), fourth. Time,
0:25.
Mile relay Case won (Smith,
Dehn, Hill, Churchill) ; Wooster sec-
ond (MacAUister, Scheifele, Camp- -
Off the Shoulder Blouses
of Handkerchief Lawn
In White Only
" $3.95
KASER & VAUGHN
For That Certain Gift
S3 II
rZ MIJJA
; WOOSTER, OHIO, , .
Looking
.
Forward to
Seeing You Soon
Portable Radios
$19.95
AND. UP
LIBERTY RADIO
ELECTRIC
334 East Liberty Street
Our S h
By Corky Marker
works. That all happened April 11-1- 4.
The Speech Department busded all
t iseason, not only with costume plays
and the hew look. George Ridenour
and Alayne Van Deusen starred in the
"Merchant of Venice" in March. Our
critic didn't think it a professional
production, but there was color. And
originality of interpretation. Politics
joined the stage scenery with "First
Lady", which will have a repeat per-
formance over Graduation Weekend,
which also will be the Week of Woos-
ter Weeks for a lot of you.
It wasn't only a successful theater
season down at Taylor Hall. Don't
forget that certain orators Nand de-
baters have earned their soap boxes.
Like Hal McComas, who was state
champeeeen in original oratory. Or
Hal Sweeney, who did the same with
the Peace Prize.
March 25, 27, and 29 saw some itu.
dents' spell success, in big letters.
That's the Gum Shoe Hop we're
thinking of, the "Lead On, Macbeth"
episode, rumored to be the best student
production in ten years. Or so. Plaud-
its to the co-auto- rs, Hunter and
Taylor, and thanks to the cast. Ann
couldn't be stopped, of course. Out
came the Color Day Pageant, when
the committee was in a lurch. All we
can say is that you two should have
begun your careers sooner. For our
benefit.
. There were many beginnings of
things, some initiated by students,
some otherwise. For instance, the cru-sad- e
for a co-operati- ve book exchange,
led by Dick Poethig and Ted Fenton.
It was a nice try, fellas, but it looks
as if the old system was just too right-
eous. At least, things are better now.
The smoking problem upped and de-
manded a poll. Now we can smoke
in the stadium. But not on the
golf course. UMT was voted, down,
per usual, by the students who had
energy enough to mark X on a paper.
Some even resorted to action. Like
lobbying in Washington, again by
Poethig.
A model U. N. Assembly appeared
on the platform of Scott Auditorium,
'round about April 10. We learned
how to become involved in numerous
strings of red tape, and how to walk
out with the Russians. And, of course,
bell, Clyde). Time, 3:34.3.
Pole vault Hasbrouck (C), first;
Baughman (M), second; Tschannan
(C), third; Rogers (C), fourth.
height, 1 1 feet, 6 inches.
9
High jump Reed (W), first; Read
(C), and Latham (M) tied for sec
ond; Scheifele (W) and Kuchta (M)
tied for fourth. Height, 6 feet.
Congratulations
Seniors
Elliott's Laundry
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Review
a lot about the Korean question. Who
could forget that other political ad-
venture, the mock Republican Con-
vention on' May 3? With all the zest
of the real thing. Or maybe less in
the way of lights. Many bouquets to
a man named Shreffler . . ."and an-
other named Taft, who came all the
way a week before to lose on the first
ballot. Anyhow, Oberlin beat us to
the "Times!
Radio initiated a different field of
interest for some. The ones who use
the new studio on the second floor of
Taylor. And those who have partici-
pated on the "College Hour" over
Double-Doubleo-- 1 --room. Ur unrea-
sonable fascimile thereof. Now they
can hear us as far as Cleveland? In
clear weather.
Yes, lots of things began. A few
ended. Like the Pembroke ban on
men. -- And the talk about a literary
mag, which finally found culmination
in the Gadabout. Which we are very
happy about. Reports from representa
tives sent to garner information con-
cerning the NSA resulted in a vote
of acceptance for our campus. An
other link with the big broad world,
Chapel programs were spiked with all
sorts of novelty. Like two sides to the
question where Palestine was involved.
Some were sad, too. Like mic tltnded
with tear gas.
I he arts went all out. Ihere was
the Festival of Arts opening March 3,
which was an effort in the cultural
direction, but made too small an im
pression on practical minds. Even the
leg art in modern dance. The Conserv
made a hit. though. With Bach, no
more nor less. And a few guest solo
ists. Like Harold Haugh and organist
Jack Carruth. All due, we might add,
to the capabilities of Herr Direktor
Gore.
Yes, the years they come and the
years they go. And some drool on
the Voice tries to sum it up. Drily. All
about the Christmas Formal highlight
ing social affairs. And Oxford de-
baters talking about socialism. Or this
thing and that. But they'll never again
have such excitement in the town as
the storm of the Amish trial
fugitive criminals shooting it out on
the stairways of Annat's. That be
longed to 1947-48- .
Shot put Coccia (W), first; Bell
(M), second; Donnelly (C), third;
Castle (W), fourth. Distance, 41 feet,
Discuss Schaefer (M), first; Black- -
shear (W), second; Hale (W), third;
Ketcham (M), fourth. Distance, 116
feet, 9 inches.
Broad jump Scheifele (W), first;
Reed (W), second; Tanger (C),
third; Satow (W), fourth. Distance,
21 feet, 114 inches.
Graduation time is just around the corner
. . . and no doubt you're thinking of your
senior friends who marched down the chapel
aisle in caps and gowns this morning. Please
them with a token- - of your friendship . . ,
come to Annat's main floor
and choose, a graduation gift
from a vast collection, out-
standing for good taste.
FOR HIM . . ..I"
; i
Distinctive Hickok Men's Jewelry
1.00 to 3.50
Ties ..:....1.00 to 5.00
-
V .
Catherine Hann Stapler
Gives Recital Sunday
At three-thirt- y next Sunday after
noon in Westminster Chapel Mrs.
Catherine Haun Stapler will present
a soprano recital. Mrs. Stapler is the
student of Miss .Eve Roine Richmond
and is an alumna of the College.
"Scootie's"' voice is well known on the
campus and she will be remembered
for her work with Girls' Glee Club
last year. Her accompanist will be
Bill Holmes and Mrs. Stapler will
.vZw:;-iv:::;.:;- ; i .x:::.:-- 8
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Catherine Haun Stapler
sing the following numbers: "O. Sleep,
Why Dost Thou Leave Me?" by
Handel; "Non So Piu Cosa Son Cosa
Facio" from "The Marriage of
Figaro" by Mozart; "Depuis Le Jour"
from Charpentier's "Louise".
In the second portion of the pro
gram Mrs. Stapler will sing "Si Tu
Le Veux"; "Bluette" by Poulenc;
"Ouvre Ton Coeur" by Bizet; "La
Portida" by Alvarez; and Berger's
"El Callejon" and "La Mariquita'Y
For the third portion, "Scootie" has
chosen "Red, Red Rose", "The Little
Shepherd's Song" and "II Bacio".
Graduate Exam
The Graduate Record Examination
will be offered on the campus on
August 2 and 3, provided that there
are at least five candidates. Applicants
should leave their names at the
Placement Office before June 1.
Shirts, White or Stripes 2.95 to 5.95
Fitted Leather Cases ............:.....to 8.95
Leather Wallets .. .3.50 to 10.00
MORB ON . . .
Index Staff
(Continued from Pag 1)
time, the ' matter is in the hands of
the .Faculty Publications Committee.
Two days before the start of classes
next fall, there will be a short course
of instruction in "getting out" an
annual. - Sessions will be staffed by
professional workers in the printing,
engraving and writing fields. Retiring
Editor Harry Stapler and the New
editor, Francis Reed will give some of
the "Do's and Don'ts" which they
have learned in putting out the
INDEX. .
MORB ON
In the seventh stanza the Hilltop-per- s
staged their best and only rally
of the game. After Jim Weygandt had
singled Don Fry and Dick Snoddy
walked to nil the bases with none out.
Frank Pierce levelled off and clouted
a long drive to deep left field. What
had the appearances of a base 'clear-
ing double or triple was converted in-
to an out when the Yeomen fielder
made a dazzling shoe-to- p catch.
Jim Weygandt scored after, the
catch. Dick Gaver hit one into the
dirt for the second out, but Tom Wit-ne-r
came thru with a hit to score
Fry. An infield ground-ou- t stopped
the rally, and that was that because
Wooster could do nothing with Cava-naug- h
during the eighth and ninth
inings. ' ' :
Wooster AB R H PO A E
Pierce, If 5 0 0 0 0 0
Gaver, ss - 4 0 13 3 0
Witner, 2b 5 0 2 2 0 0
Borowy, rf 5 0 1 1 12
Busack, c 4 0 0 7 1 0
Metz, 3b 10 10 11
Kennedy, cf 3 0 0 2 0 0
Weygandt, 3b, lb 4 1 1 5 0 1
McDowell, ...lb 2 0 0 4 0 0
Fry, cf 1110 0 0
Snoddy, p 3 0 0 0 4 0
Totals 37 2 7 24 10 4
Oberlin AB R H PO A B
Campbell, lb .... 4 1 0 11 3 0
Addison, cf 4 1 2 4 0 0
Brumby, 3b ...... 3 1 0 0 3 0
Cavanaugh, p.. 3 03420
LaGonke, rf 4 0 0 0 0 0
Struder, If 4 0 0 2 0 0
Burns, 2b 4 113 11
McWharton, c .. 4 0 2 2 1 0
Eby, ss 3 0 0 1 5 3
Totals 33 4 8 27 15 4
Wooster 000 000 2002
Oberlin 102 100 0004
PUBLIC SQUARE
Mid Summer Cottons
By Famous Makers
O MARY MUFFET O DORIS DODSON
O PETTI O CARLYE
Be your smoothest self in these lovely
originals for daytime or date time.
BEULAH BECHTEL
Fashion of Distinction
Uukmte
FOR HER ...
Marvella Pearls
..:...... 1.95 to 16.50
Monet Fashion Jewelry In Silver and Gold
1.95 to 12.50
Compacts By Pitcher and Elgin American
V
"
v : 1.95 to 11.95
Manicure Sets By Revelon and Chen Yu
3.00 to 10.95
Stationary 50c to 2.95
Fountain Pens, Desk Pens, and Pen and
Pencil Sets By Eversharp and Parker
:" ' 2.95 to 20.00
PUBLIC SQUARE ; J fVf d ' . PHONE 92"
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